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FDA 28 Distribution Amplifier 

DENT (for dual mono) or AUTO-SLAVE (for 
stereo material). Balanced Inputs and Outputs 

are on #6 terminal strips. 

Signal Splitter-The FDA 28 

The FDA 28 is a 2 Input, 8 Output splitter/DA. 
Each Input is Mic/Line switchable, with GAIN 

and MASTER Level controls, and Phantom 
Power switches. Each line level Output has its 

own Level control, and each pair of Outputs has 

it's own STEREO/MONO switch, allowing a 

mixture of stereo and mono feeds. All connec
tions are on convenient Euroblock c01mectors. 

Crossover-The FAG 28 

The F AC 28 is the world's first commercially 
available 8th-order Linkwitz-Riley circuit, in 

other words, a 48dB per octave filter slope! A 2-

Way crossover in the Flex series makes a lot of 

sense-like building blocks, you build whatever 
size crossover needed for the number of channels 

and frequency divisions by daisy chaining. This 
is Rane' s finest crossover to date. 

Each HIGH and LOW section has its own 

LEVEL control, INVERT and MUTE switch, 

and Overload LED. Variable constant-directivity 

horn EQ is built-in if required, and variable 

PHASE correction between outputs, from O to 

180 degrees, is front panel adjustable. A LOW 

SUM INPUT jack is provided on the rear panel 

for Mono Subwoofer applications. Balanced 

Inputs and Outputs include both 3-pin and 1/.i'' 
TRS connectors. 
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FBB 44 Balance Buddy (rear panel) 

Flex Users Guide 
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FAG 28 Active Crossover 

Transformer Options-The FLT 22, 

FBB 44 and Option 44 

Transformers are great problem solving 

devices-they isolate (eliminate ground loops), 
perform balanced to unbalanced conversion, and 

match levels. What's more, they require no 

power supply and add no noise to the signal. 

Flex packaging makes transformers easy to add 
into a system without soldering and "where do I 

stick this thing?" 

The FBB 44 Balance Buddy is a 4-in, 4-out 
tranformer balancer/isolator/level converter 

designed to convert between -I OdBV and +4dBu 
signals. Two 3-pin inputs unbalance to two RCA 

outputs, and two more RCA inputs balance to 

two 3-pin outputs. Transformers translate signal 

either direction, so inputs can be turned to 

outputs (or vice versa) to enable 4-same-way 

level matching within one FBB 44. The FBB 44 

solves the integration of +4dBu balanced and 
-I OdBV non-balanced units.

The FLT 22 Line Transformers are simple

line level balancing/isolation tranformers in Flex
packaging with #6 terminal strips. Each FLT 22

contains two transformers, and has room to

install two more with the Option 44 kit. The

Option 44 is two transformers with terminal
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strips, converting the FLT 

22 into 4-in, 4-out. The 

Option 44 can also be 
mounted anywhere using 
screws and standoffs when 

rack space is limited. 

Option 44 Transformers 
(top and rear) 
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FLT 22 Line Transformers (rear panel) 
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